Introducing

ITV’s Planet V Product Suite

ITV has an array of options within Planet V to maximise the value of your campaign investment.
There are numerous targeting options available (and coming soon) across 3 key products:

EXTENDING
LINEAR

REFINING
AUDIENCES

CONTENT
ALIGNMENT

Complement your linear ad
campaigns with incremental reach
across key traded TV audiences

Leverage powerful digital data
across TV content, maximising
addressability

Contextually align and amplify
your message adjacent to the
best TV entertainment,
maximising relevancy

Use for:

Use for:

Use for:

Enhancing your linear activity and
extending reach by adding
broadcaster video to your channel
mix.

Driving outcomes right across the
funnel by combining ITV’s powerful
first-party data across 32 million
users with insights from selected
data partners.

Creating powerful connections with
your audience to drive awareness,
deeper brand association and
familiarity by aligning with ITV’s
most popular shows, genres, and
viewer need-states.

Targeting Options:

Targeting Options:

Targeting Options:

Registered TV Audiences
With 32 million registered users now
on the ITV Hub, you can leverage this
powerful first-party data at scale to
drive incremental campaign reach of
your target audience.

Affinity Targeting
On the hunt for people with particular
interests, like fashion, sport, travel, or
culture/food? Use Affinity Targeting to
target viewers with deep interests
relevant to your product or brand.

Trending Shows
Align your brand with the most
popular and talked about ITV shows.
A smart way to place your advertising
at the heart of cultural TV moments.

Cover Plus
Cover Plus provides the ability to
extend 1+ coverage for a linear
schedule by replicating it through our
ITV catch up and simulcast platforms.

Lifestage
Lifestage uses major life events to
segment audiences as identified by
declared, validated ITV first-party data,
and augmented with Experian data.

Takeover
Maximise your visibility by appearing
in the user’s first stream within all
programmes across ITV Hub for a
defined period. This powerful tactic is
designed for maximum brand impact
during campaign or product launches,
or during critical on-air periods.

Purchase Insights, powered by
Mastercard
Access High / Medium / Low purchase
insights within granular retail categories,
powered by one of the world’s largest
payment networks.

Programme & Genre
Programme & Genre targeting
options enable you to simply cherrypick the context that is most relevant
to your brand and creative - from
genre through to programme.

Viewer Habits
Using insights from ITV Hub firstparty data, you can target audiences
based on weight or frequency of
viewing to drive 1+ reach of your TV
buys.

Data Match
First-party data can make your upper
funnel targeting smarter - activate
against customers who have previously
engaged with your brand, or exclude
your existing customer set for more
addressable reach.*
Precision Targeting, Powered by
Experian
Widely used by advertisers and
agencies, Experian offers a huge range
of planning audiences we can directly
apply to premium, broadcaster media.
Drive Time
Generate footfall by targeting people
within a predefined driving distance of
your physical store locations.

* Data Match is subject to contractual agreements

Ready to achieve great results? Email the team at hello@planet-v.co.uk

